
 

Pocket Pies 
Makes approximately 6 pies 

 

Ingredients 
2 Premade Pie Crusts Packages (4 crusts total) or your favorite 

pie crust recipe. 

1 egg 

1 batch of your favorite pie filling (enough for one regular pie) 

 Flour as needed 

 

Directions 
1. Bring your pie crusts to room temperature. If you take 

them straight from the fridge, you can put them in a 

microwave for 15-20 seconds and they should loosen up 

enough to be able to rull them out without cracking. 

2. Get you pie filling ready to go. If you need to dig out 

your grandmother’s top secret recipe and make it from scratch or just pop open a can. Have a 

tablespoon at the ready. 

3. Mix the egg with a little water and have a brush to use to spread the wash. 

4. Lay down some flour and roll out a pie crust. Using a knife 

cut it into two pieces and separate them slightly. Using a 

fork, estimate the center of one side and create a triangle 

area inside one half of the crust. Do the same to other side. 

5. Using the tablespoon, put filling into the triangle on each 

crust and try to stay inside the edge of each crust by 3/8 to 

half an inch so there is room to seal the pie. 

6. Use the egg wash and paint it around the edge of each pie 

crust on the end where you’ve placed the filling. 

7. Flip the pie crust over to cover the filling and line up the 

edges as best you can. The crust should stretch a little if 

you need it. Use the fork to crimp down the edge all the way around the open sides of the pocket pie. 

If you want to do the closed end, go for it but it’s not essential. 

8. Dust off each pocket pie of the flour. Use the egg wash to paint each pie all over the top, covering 

them lightly. 

9. Using a paring knife, cut small vents into the top of the pocket pies to allow the heat to escape. 

10. Place a pocket pie into an air fryer and set it for 370 degrees and for 12 minutes. If your pie filling is 

wetter, you may need to use more time. 

11. When finished place on a rack to cool. These can be stored in quart Ziploc bags and frozen for eating later. 


